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Abstract. Internal-tideenergyﬂuxesaredeterminedhalfway
over the southern slope of Great Meteor Seamount (Canary
Basin), using data from combined CTD/LADCP yoyoing,
covering the whole water column. The strongest signal is
semi-diurnal and is concentrated in the upper few hundred
meters of the water column. An indeterminacy in energy ﬂux
proﬁles is discussed; it is argued that a commonly applied
condition used to determine these proﬁles is in fact invalid
over sloping bottoms. However, the vertically integrated ﬂux
can be established unambiguously; the observed results are
compared with the outcome of a numerical internal-tide gen-
eration model. For the semi-diurnal internal tide, the verti-
cally integrated ﬂux found in the model corresponds well to
the observed one. The observed diurnal signal appears to be
largely of non-tidal origin.
1 Introduction
Recent estimates, based on satellite altimetry and modelling,
indicate that barotropic tides lose about one third of their
energy in the deep ocean (Egbert and Ray, 2003); this loss
occurs predominantly over rough topography. From these
ﬁndings, supplemented by in-situ observations, one can in-
fer that the principal process responsible for this loss is
internal-tide generation, a process in which energy is trans-
ferredfrombarotropictobaroclinictides. Observationsatthe
Hawaiian Ridge support this idea; internal-tide energy ﬂuxes
of the order of 10kWm−1 were found at various locations
(Rainville and Pinkel, 2006; Nash et al., 2006), and the total
loss of barotropic tidal energy, for all the tidal constituents
together, in the near-Hawaiian area is estimated at nearly
25GW (Zaron and Egbert, 2006). Of this amount, an esti-
mated 15% is lost to turbulence in the vicinity of the ridge,
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presumably by cascading of internal-tide energy to smaller
scales (Klymak et al., 2006).
The basic deﬁnition of internal-tide energy ﬂux is
Ef=hu0p0i, where brackets denote the time-average over a
tidal period; u0 and p0 are the baroclinic velocity component
(in the direction of the energy ﬂux) and baroclinic pressure,
respectively. Since baroclinic pressure cannot be measured
directly, one has to resort to indirect methods, using for ex-
ample isopycnal excursions. From this, baroclinic pressure
can be derived, save for a constant of integration. Attempts
have been made to determine this constant. Kunze et al.
(2002) proposed a “baroclinicity condition for pressure” to
the effect that its vertical integral is assumed to be zero; this
indeed ﬁxes the constant. Although they added a caution-
ary remark (“this condition may not hold in regions of di-
rect forcing”), they did not restrain its application to regions
away from topography, nor did later authors (Nash et al.,
2005, 2006). So, it has been indiscriminately applied over
large canyons and ridges, even though its validity has not
been demonstrated. We show here that the condition is in
fact invalid over topography because it is incompatible with
the other baroclinicity condition, that for horizontal velocity
(see Sect. 4.1). We argue that it is fundamentally impossible
to ﬁnd the constant from single-proﬁle measurements, im-
plying an unresolvable indeterminacy in the energy ﬂux pro-
ﬁles. However, the constant is immaterial to the vertically
integrated energy ﬂux, so this quantity can be determined
unambiguously.
The main purpose of this paper is to present observations
over Great Meteor Seamount and to derive the vertically in-
tegrated internal-tide energy ﬂuxes. Great Meteor Seamount
lies in the western part of the Canary Basin, halfway be-
tween the Canary Islands and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. It
is a guyot, named after the research vessel “Meteor” with
which it was discovered in 1938 (Dietrich, 1970). In re-
cent years, the currents, tidal or otherwise, and stratiﬁca-
tion around Great Meteor Seamount have been studied; van
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Fig. 1. Great Meteor Seamount, with the location of the
CTD/LADCP yoyo-station at the center of the asterisk (29.61◦ N,
28.45◦ W), and the track used in the numerical calculations indi-
cated by the dashed diagonal. Depth is in km. This map was con-
structed from the database by Smith and Sandwell (1997). The top
of the seamount is formed by a large plateau, where depths lie typi-
cally between 300 and 500m.
Haren (2005a) found a time-variability of the bottom bound-
ary layer over this seamount. In the course of minutes,
a steep front or bore may pass, whose overturning dimin-
ishes the local stratiﬁcation profoundly; during the remain-
der of the tidal period the stratiﬁcation is gradually recon-
stituted. An overview of the hydrography around Great Me-
teor Seamount was given by Mohn and Beckmann (2002),
based on observational and modelling work. Besides a near
southwestward ﬂow, being part of the wind-driven subtropi-
cal gyre, they found semi-diurnal and diurnal barotropic and
baroclinic tides (we discuss some of their speciﬁcs below).
As Great Meteor Seamount covers, approximately, the latitu-
dinal range 29.5–30.5◦ N, diurnal components K1 and O1 are
locally near-inertial.
The measurements presented here were made by simulta-
neousCTDandLADCP(LoweredAcousticDopplerCurrent
Proﬁler) yoyoing over the slope of Great Meteor Seamount,
during 24 1/2h. The data are presented in Sect. 2. A har-
monic analysis is applied to extract the semi-diurnal and di-
urnal components (Sect. 3). From this we derive the verti-
cally integrated energy ﬂuxes of the semi-diurnal and diurnal
internal tides (Sect. 4.2). A comparison with a numerical
internal-tide generation model is made in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 2. Time-averaged proﬁles of temperature, salinity, and buoy-
ancy frequency, derived from the full set of CTD yoyo-casts.
2 Measurements
The area of investigation is Great Meteor Seamount, cen-
tered around 30◦ N, 28.5◦ W. Combined CTD/LADCP yoy-
oing was carried out approximately halfway up its southeast-
ern slope, at the spot marked in Fig. 1, where the water depth
is 1980m. The measurements started at 08:45 UTC on 7
June 2006, and continued until 09:15 UTC the next day (van
Haren, 2006); in the ﬁgures shown below, we refer to the
start as t=0. In this timespan of 24.5h, 20 casts were made.
The instrumental package was lowered and hoisted be-
tween5mfromthesurfaceandthebottomataspeedofabout
1ms−1. The package consisted of a Sea-Bird 911plus CTD
sampling at 24Hz. For the present purposes, the CTD data
were vertically subsampled at intervals of 0.5dbar. On the
same frame, two 300kHz RDI ADCPs were mounted, one
upward looking, the other, downward; together they form
the LADCP. The ADCPs sampled currents at depth inter-
vals between 8–20m from their head at an accuracy of about
0.05ms−1.
2.1 Temperature and salinity
In the analysis of the temperature and salinity data, up- and
down casts of the CTD were treated separately, making the
total number of vertical proﬁles twice that of the number of
casts. The data were interpolated to a regular time-grid with
steps of half an hour, and vertically interpolated to a grid with
1z=0.5m. The time-averaged signal is shown in Figs. 2a, b.
A conspicuous feature is the local salinity maximum at about
1100m depth (accompanied by a less noticeable increase in
temperature), which is due to the outﬂow of Mediterranean
water.
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Fig. 3. Results derived from the CTD yoyo-casts: buoyancy b
(in ms−2), as deﬁned in Eq. (1), and the isopycnal excursion
ζ=−b/hN2i (in m).
The buoyancy frequency N can be determined using its
basic deﬁnition
N2 = g2
dρ
dp
−
1
c2
s

.
Here ρ is the in-situ density and cs the speed of sound; these
quantities were calculated as functions of pressure, tempera-
ture and salinity using the equation of state for the Gibbs po-
tential (Feistel and Hagen, 1995). The derivative dρ/dp was
approximated by discretization with steps 1p of 0.5dbar.
The time-averaged proﬁle of N is shown in Fig. 2c. In a
few instances, N2 is slightly negative; they are here rendered
by N=0.
Having obtained the in-situ density ρ from the equation of
state, we can calculate its time-averaged value hρi, and hence
buoyancy b deﬁned by
b = −g
ρ − hρi
ρ∗
, (1)
where ρ∗ is the mean of hρi over the vertical. So, b repre-
sents the departure of density from its time-average, scaled
by a factor −g/ρ∗. The ﬁeld b, as a function of vertical and
time, is shown in Fig. 3a. The predominantly semi-diurnal
character of the signal is obvious, especially in the upper part
of the water column. Vertical isopycnal displacements ζ can
be derived from b via ζ=−b/hN2i, see Fig. 3b. Peak ampli-
tudes as large as 75m are reached at some points (for clearer
representation, the amplitude-range is however restricted to
50m in Fig. 3b). The stripiness of the signal through the ver-
tical is due to small-scale variations in hNi, cf. Fig. 2c. In
the deeper parts of the water column, a weak quarter-diurnal
signal is visible.
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Fig. 4. Results from the LADCP yoyo-casts: the total cross-slope
and along-slope velocity components, in ms−1.
2.2 Currents
In the LADCP measurements the up- and downcasts were
combined in the postprocessing to correct for systematic er-
rors; hence the records provide 20 vertical proﬁles from the
casts. The original set contains data every 20m in the ver-
tical, which we interpolated to a grid of 1z=0.5m for con-
sistency with the CTD data and later handling. The hori-
zontal velocity was decomposed into a cross-slope compo-
nent u, taken along the dashed diagonal in Fig. 1 (positive
in the northeastern direction), and, perpendicularly to it, an
along-slope component v (positive in the northwestern direc-
tion). Figure 4 shows the full signals u and v; the predom-
inantly semi-diurnal character is clearly visible. A shift to
offslope currents is visible in the upper 400m in Fig. 4a (blue
dominates), indicative of a southwestern background current,
which ﬁts in with the overall pattern of the eastern branch of
the subtropical gyre (Mohn and Beckmann, 2002). Also, one
ﬁnds in Fig. 4b that northwestern currents slightly dominate
around 300m (red dominates); these features, indicative of
time-mean currents, are further illustrated in Fig. 5.
3 Harmonic analysis of observed records
The time-span of the data presented in the previous section
(24.5h)isobviouslytooshorttoresolvedistinctsemi-diurnal
constituents such as the lunar component M2 and the solar
S2, let alone various diurnal constituents such as K1, O1, and
the inertial period. In the following analysis, we therefore
lump nearby constituents together, and distinguish only the
categories “diurnal”, “semi-diurnal”, “quarter-diurnal”, and
a “time-mean”.
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Fig. 5. Vertical proﬁles of the cross- and along-slope time-mean
currents.
Let the original ﬁeld qor (standing for current components,
buoyancy etc.) be approximated by the superposition
q =
X
n
an sin(σnt − φn), (2)
where σn are the frequencies σ0=0 (time-mean),
σ1=7.292×10−5 (K1, diurnal), σ2=1.405×10−4 (M2,
semi-diurnal), and σ3=2×σ2 (M4, quarter-diurnal), all in
rads−1. The amplitudes an and phases φn are given by
an = 2

hq sinσnti2 + hq cosσnti2
1/2
;
tanφn = −hq cosσnti/hq sinσnti,
whereh·istands, asbefore, fortime-averagingoverthewhole
record. In this procedure, we treat different constituents as if
they were orthogonal, mimicking a Fourier decomposition.
The validity of this procedure can be checked a posteriori
by comparing the original signal qor with the sum (2); we
carried out such checks and found that the two were always
very similar (an example is shown in Fig. 6).
We present the results of this decomposition for the cross-
slopeandalong-slopecurrents. Thetime-meanﬂowisshown
in Fig. 5; it conﬁrms the presence of a ﬂow that is predomi-
nantly directed off the seamount in the upper layer, as noted
above already. We split the time-dependent constituents
(i.e., diurnal, semi-diurnal and quarter-diurnal) of the veloc-
ity ﬁelds into two parts: a depth-averaged, or barotropic part,
and the remainder, or baroclinic part. The barotropic cross-
slope ﬂow is shown in Fig. 6. Amplitudes are: 0.02 (semi-
diurnal), 0.0075 (diurnal), and 0.0024 (quarter-diurnal), all
in ms−1. The semi-diurnal constituent is 2.7 times stronger
than the diurnal one. This factor falls within the range of val-
ues observed by Mohn and Beckmann (2002), who found the
following typical values for the tidal/inertial constituents (all
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Fig. 6. The harmonic constituents, and their superposition, of the
cross-slope barotropic ﬂow. An indication of the accuracy of the ﬁt
is given by h|sum−observed|i/h|observed|i=0.19, i.e. the ﬁt devi-
ates on average by 19%.
in ms−1): M2, 0.14; S2, 0.04; K1/f, 0.03; O1, 0.02. The diur-
nal components together thus are 2 to 3.6 times smaller than
the semi-diurnal ones, depending on the moment within the
spring-neap cycle. Our measurements were made approxi-
mately half-way between ﬁrst-quarter and full moon, so that
the ratio is in agreement with that of Mohn and Beckmann
(2002). The magnitudes of the currents as such are much
larger in Mohn and Beckmann (2002), due to the fact that
their measurements were made over the top of the seamount,
where water depth is smaller (by about a factor of ﬁve). They
also found that the diurnal components are strongly reduced
off the seamount; in the neighbouring open ocean, they form
a much smaller fraction (order one-tenth) of the total tidal
signal.
The results for the baroclinic cross-slope component, u0,
are shown in Fig. 7a, d. The semi-diurnal constituent (red
line) has its largest amplitudes in the upper 500m of the wa-
ter column, and is generally stronger than the diurnal con-
stituent, except near 300m depth, where the latter peaks
(blue). The semi-diurnal phase shows a clear upward in-
crease between 300–600m depth, indicating upward phase
propagation and hence downward energy propagation. The
phases are here represented in “unwrapped” angles; as a con-
sequence, they cover intervals larger than the strictly neces-
sary length of 2π. (This is done for clarity of presentation;
otherwise the diurnal constituents, in particular, would give
rise to highly erratic plots, due to the jumps from 0 to 2π, and
vice versa, which of course have no physical signiﬁcance in
themselves.)
The remaining panels of Fig. 7 show amplitudes and
phases of the along-slope baroclinic current velocity v0, and
of buoyancy b. (The latter represents the total, i.e. barotropic
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plus baroclinic signal; we determine its baroclinic part in
Sect. 4.2.) Overall, the phase of the semi-diurnal constituent
of v0 lags that of u0 by values of around π/2 (typically be-
tween 1.3 and 1.8 in the upper 600m), consistent with the
idea of along-slope uniformity (which we assume in Sect. 5),
which implies v0
t=−fu0 and hence gives rise to a phase shift
of π/2. The diurnal across and along-slope components both
show a distinct peak at around 300m depth, with nearly iden-
ticalamplitudes, consistentwithcircularpolarization, asmay
beexpectedatthisnear-inertialfrequency. Thenumericalex-
periments, discussed in Sect. 5, suggest that the peak is not
of tidal origin.
The harmonic constituents, taken together, give a reason-
ably faithful description of the original signal. The super-
position of the semi-diurnal, diurnal, and (the overall weak)
quarter-diurnal constituents deviates on average (in time and
vertically) from the original signal by 0.012ms−1 for the
cross-slope baroclinic component (rms-value: 0.043ms−1),
by 0.013ms−1 for the along-slope baroclinic component
(rms-value: 0.038ms−1), and by 6.4×10−5 ms−2 for buoy-
ancy (rms-value: 2.0×10−4 ms−2).
4 Energy ﬂuxes
The basic deﬁnition of internal-tide energy ﬂux reads
Ef = hu0p0i, (3)
where the baroclinic velocity u0 is calculated from observed
proﬁles by subtracting the depth-averaged part (which is pre-
sumed to represent the barotropic signal). The principal dif-
ﬁculty lies in ﬁnding the baroclinic pressure, p0; we discuss
this problem ﬁrst.
4.1 Indeterminacy in energy-ﬂux proﬁles
We start with the linear hydrostatic momentum equations
ut − fv = −px (4)
vt + fu = −py (5)
pz = b (6)
where p is pressure (now divided by a constant reference
value of density, ρ∗), and b buoyancy, deﬁned in Eq. (1).
These quantities represent the barotropic plus baroclinic
ﬁelds; in Eq. (6), the static ﬁelds have been left out. We note
that because p is here deﬁned as pressure divided by ρ∗, the
deﬁnition of energy-ﬂux (Eq. 3) changes into Ef=ρ∗hu0p0i.
To calculate the internal-tide energy ﬂux, we need to dis-
till ﬁrst their baroclinic parts (denoted by primes). For the
horizontal velocity components, we do so by subtracting the
depth-average values:
u0 = u −
1
h
Z 0
−h
dzu; v0 = v −
1
h
Z 0
−h
dzv . (7)
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Fig. 7. The semi-diurnal and diurnal constituents of the cross-
and along-slope baroclinic velocity (u0 and v0, respectively), and
of buoyancy b. Left panels show the amplitudes; right panels, the
phases. In each panel, the semi-diurnal (red line) and diurnal (blue)
constituents are shown.
Here the surface is placed at z=0, and the bottom at
z=−h(x,y); we do not assume uniform depth. By construc-
tion, the vertical integrals of u0 and v0 are zero, a property we
may refer to as the “baroclinicity condition for velocity”.
The other baroclinic quantity we need is pressure p0,
which is related to b0 via the hydrostatic balance, p0
z=b0. For
the moment we shall suppose we have been able to determine
b0 (we return to this point in Sect. 4.2), and focus henceforth
on deriving p0 from it.
The hydrostatic balance implies
p0(t,x,y,z) = p0(t,x,y,z0) +
Z z
z0
d¯ zb0(t,x,y, ¯ z), (8)
where the ﬁrst term on the right is a “constant” of integra-
tion; the value of z0 is arbitrary, but natural choices are z0=0
(surface) or z0=−h(x,y) (bottom).
Garcia Lafuente et al. (1999) took the former, but ne-
glected, without any justiﬁcation, the constant of integration.
This amounts to assuming that baroclinic pressure vanishes
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Fig. 8. Energy-ﬂux proﬁles for the semi-diurnal internal tide, based
on different ways of evaluating baroclinic pressure: the solid line is
based on the assumption that the vertical integral of baroclinic pres-
sure is zero (“Kunze condition”); the dotted line assumes baroclinic
pressure to be zero at the surface (“Garcia Lafuente condition”); the
dash-dotted line assumes it to be zero at the bottom.
atthesurface, anassumptionrightlycriticizedbyKunzeetal.
(2002). (We note that baroclinic surface pressure does not
even vanish under the rigid-lid approximation – assuming it
does is an elementary misconception that occasionally sur-
faces in the literature.)
The central problem – to determine the constant of integra-
tion – thus remains. To solve this, Kunze et al. (2002) pro-
posed a “baroclinicity condition for pressure”, meaning that
theverticallyintegratedbaroclinicpressuremustbezero; this
would indeed ﬁx the constant. However, this condition is in-
compatible with the other baroclinicity condition, that for ve-
locity – except in the absence of topography (i.e. if the bot-
tom is purely horizontal). This point seems to have passed
unnoticed in the literature, but it is easy to prove. To begin
with, itisclearfromEqs.(4)and(5), appliedtothebaroclinic
ﬁelds, that the baroclinicity condition for velocity implies
Z 0
−h
dzp0
x = 0;
Z 0
−h
dzp0
y = 0. (9)
Thus, the vertically integrated horizontal derivatives of baro-
clinic pressure vanish. Moreover, we have the mathematical
identity
∂
∂x
Z 0
−h(x,y)
dzp0 = p0|z=−h hx +
Z 0
−h(x,y)
dzp0
x (10)
(and an analogous expression in terms of the y derivative).
The second term on the right is zero because of Eq. (9). The
ﬁrst term on the right, however, contains the baroclinic pres-
sure at the bottom, which in general is not zero. It thus fol-
lows that, in the presence of topography, the vertically inte-
grated baroclinic pressure cannot be assumed to be zero. In
fact, even if the baroclinic bottom pressure were assumed to
be zero, it may still be inconsistent to require the vertically
integrated pressure to be zero, because this requirement may
yield a proﬁle in which the value at the bottom is nonzero,
contradicting the original assumption. (The proﬁle in Fig. 8,
solid line, is a case in point.) The failure of the “baroclinicity
condition for pressure”, which was meant to ﬁx the constant
of integration in Eq. (8), means that we are left with an inde-
terminacy in the energy-ﬂux proﬁles.
Note that energy-ﬂux proﬁles in the y direction too suffer
from an indeterminacy even if ∂h/∂y=0. The presence of a
slope inx (∂h/∂x6=0) is sufﬁcient to invalidate the “baroclin-
ity condition for pressure”; and the resulting failure to ﬁx the
constant of integration automatically has a bearing on the y
direction as well; after all, the same (undetermined) constant
of integration is at stake in hv0p0i.
In the absence of any topography, on the other hand, we
can write the baroclinic vertical velocity as a sum of modes
Wn(z)expi(knx+lny−σt) (summing over mode number n),
in which case the baroclinic pressure and horizontal veloci-
ties are all proportional to its vertical derivative dWn/dz; it
then follows immediately that the vertical integrals of these
quantities must be zero (since W vanishes at the surface and
bottom).
The underlying cause why the presence of a slope spoils
the “baroclinicity condition for pressure” proposed by Kunze
et al. (2002), lies in the non-separable nature of the problem.
In the absence of topography, separation of horizontal and
vertical coordinates applies, and one can deal with the verti-
cal structure independently of the horizontal position. In the
presence of topography, the two become intertwined. Indeed,
it is clear from Eq. (8) that one could ﬁnd the “constant” of
integration, which is due to vertical integration, from infor-
mation of the horizontal dependence of velocity. (Speciﬁ-
cally, taking z0 = 0, one could ﬁnd the constant by hori-
zontally integrating Eqs. (4) and (5), with respect to x and
y, respectively.) But from measurements at a single station,
such information is simply not available.
Astheproblemseemstobefundamentallyunsolvable, this
leaves us no other choice than a pragmatic approach. As a
matter of fact, in its source region, i.e. over the slope, the in-
ternal tide is usually concentrated in a beam. Suppose, for
example, that the beam is located in the upper layer of the
water column, and that baroclinic currents are very weak in
the lower layer; then it makes sense to assume that all baro-
clinic ﬁelds, including pressure, are weak there. One may
then simply assume the baroclinic pressure at the bottom to
be zero.
To see how the choice of the level of zero pressure affects
the energy-ﬂux proﬁles, we consider three cases, all for the
semi-diurnal internal tide (Fig. 8). (At this stage we ignore
the barotropic contribution in b, and simply assume the ob-
served b to be entirely baroclinic, i.e., b0=b; we return to this
point below.) The solid line is based on the assumption of
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zero-integrated pressure as proposed by Kunze et al. (2002).
Assuming baroclinic pressure to be zero at the bottom gives
a somewhat different curve (dash-dotted line). Both show a
clearnegativeﬂuxintheupper500m, i.e.directedawayfrom
the seamount, as one would expect because internal tides are
generated near the top of the seamount, and, according to
Fig. 7a (red line), the semi-diurnal cross-slope signal is par-
ticularly strong in the upper 500m. It is for this reason that
the dotted line in Fig. 8 should be rejected as unphysical; it
is based on the assumption of zero surface pressure.
We emphasize that the constant of integration affects only
the energy-ﬂux proﬁles, not their vertically integrated values,
since the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) plays no
role in the vertically integrated u0p0, by virtue of the baro-
clinicity condition for velocity. So, for each of the three
proﬁles in Fig. 8, the integrated value is the same, namely
−2.4kWm−1.
4.2 Results
ThebuoyancyﬁeldshowninFigs.3and7c, fcontainsabaro-
clinic as well as a barotropic tidal signal; the latter (which
we denote by B) represents merely the movement of the
isopycnals that is kinematically induced by the barotropic
tidal ﬂow over the slope. To calculate the baroclinic en-
ergy ﬂux properly, this barotropic part should be removed.
It can however not be directly deduced from the data, and
some additional assumptions are needed. We assume that the
barotropic cross-slope transport is spatially uniform; hence,
for each tidal constituent, the cross-slope barotropic veloc-
ity can be written as U=Qsin(σt−8)/h(x), where Q is the
amplitude of the barotropic cross-slope ﬂux. By continuity,
the vertical barotropic component then becomes
W =
zQsin(σt − 8)
h(x)2 hx
The barotropic part of buoyancy is then given by
Bt=−N2W. At the measurement site, dh/dx≈0.14. The
remaining parameters (Q,8) follow from the harmonic anal-
ysis. ThisallowstoremovethebarotropicpartB fromb. The
correction thus made, however, is small; for example, for the
semi-diurnal component the difference between the ampli-
tudes of b and b0=b−B is, on average, only 4×10−5 ms−2
(cf. Fig. 7c, red line).
Next we integrate b0 vertically to obtain baroclinic pres-
sure, following Eq. (8), and then, by the procedure de-
scribed in the previous section, the vertically integrated en-
ergy ﬂux. The results are: −2.3kWm−1 (semi-diurnal) and
+0.12kWm−1 (diurnal); negative (positive) means a net ﬂux
away from (toward) the seamount. The magnitude of the
semi-diurnal ﬂux is slightly smaller than the value given at
the end of the previous section; this is because we have here
properly calculated b0=b−B, whereas the earlier value was
simply based on the assumption that B is negligible. To shed
more light on the energy ﬂuxes of the semi-diurnal and di-
urnal components, we now consider results from numerical
experiments.
5 Numerical modelling
We compare the energy ﬂuxes obtained from the yoyo mea-
surements with those from a linear hydrostatic internal-tide
model that was previously used to estimate energy ﬂuxes in
the Bay of Biscay (Gerkema et al., 2004); the model assumes
uniformity in the along-slope direction. The required input
consists of three things: a vertical proﬁle of buoyancy fre-
quency N, for which we use Fig. 2c; a topographic proﬁle,
for which we use the track shown in Fig. 1; and the cross-
slope barotropic tidal transports (Q). The latter can be de-
rived from the barotropic current amplitudes mentioned in
Sect. 3 (see also Fig. 6), by multiplying with the local water
depth (1980m); this gives Q=39.6 (semi-diurnal) and 14.9
(diurnal), both in m2 s−1. The resulting pattern for the semi-
diurnal tide, in terms of the amplitude of baroclinic u0, is
shown in Fig. 9. The lower panel shows the corresponding
amplitudeproﬁleofu0 atthelocationoftheyoyo-station; this
proﬁle is compared with the observed one (dotted line). In
both, the largest amplitudes occur in the upper 200m, but the
observed signal has a much smaller amplitude and is much
wider, in other words, it is more smeared out than the beam
in the numerical model. These effects of amplitude reduc-
tion and widening partly compensate each other in a depth-
integrated sense. This becomes apparent if one calculates the
vertically integrated energy ﬂux, which is −2.6kWm−1, be-
ing only 13% larger in magnitude than the observed value
(which was −2.3kWm−1).
For the diurnal component, the signal is much weaker
(Fig. 10), since the cross-slope barotropic component, which
determines the forcing, is about 2.6 times weaker. The en-
ergy ﬂux is here predominantly negative: the model yields a
vertically integrated energy ﬂux of −0.034kWm−1, consis-
tent with the idea of internal-tide propagation away from the
seamount. Recall that the observed value was positive, and
moreover much larger: +0.12kWm−1. Part of the expla-
nation may lie in the fact that in the observed results, near-
inertial internal waves dominate the “diurnal” signal that are
not due to barotropic tidal forcing and hence not reproduced
by the model.
Barotropic to baroclinic conversion is only one of the po-
tential mechanisms for the generation of diurnal signals at
this location. Another mechanism is subharmonic resonance
(e.g., Hibiya et al., 2002; MacKinnon and Winters, 2005;
Gerkema et al., 2006): semi-diurnal internal tides may by
parametric subharmonic instability excite internal tides of
half that frequency at latitudes where the latter can exist
as a free wave (i.e. equatorward of 29.9◦ S/N for S2, and
28.8◦ S/N for M2). For S2 this process may occur at the
southern ﬂank, but for M2 only at some southward distance
from Great Meteor Seamount. (We note that in deﬁning the
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Fig. 9. The numerically modelled amplitude of the baroclinic semi-
diurnal cross-slope current, |u0| (in ms−1). Below, the correspond-
ing modelled proﬁle (solid line) at the yoyo position (marked by an
asterisk above); in the same panel, the observed proﬁle is shown
(dotted line), reproduced from Fig. 7a.
“critical” latitude, we use the “traditional” deﬁnition accord-
ing to which it is the latitude where the tidal frequency equals
the local Coriolis parameter f; in weakly stratiﬁed regions,
such as the abyssal ocean, this deﬁnition requires modiﬁca-
tion, as pointed out by Gerkema and Shrira (2005).) These
“S1” and “M1” diurnal frequencies moreover lie close to the
local inertial frequency f (which at this latitude shows an en-
hanced spectral peak, see van Haren, 2005b), at which near-
inertial waves occur due to atmospheric forcing, a third pos-
sible source of the “diurnal” energy found in the measure-
ments.
To return to the semi-diurnal tidal energy ﬂux, the mea-
surements made here at a single location do not allow us to
inferwithanycertaintyhowmuchGreatMeteorSeamountas
a whole contributes to the barotropic/baroclinic energy con-
version. Still, to get an idea of the order of magnitude, we
extrapolate the value found here to the entire seamount, mul-
tiplying 2.3kWm−1 by the circumference of a circle, the ra-
dius of which is (roughly) estimated to be 20km. This gives
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Fig. 10. The numerically modelled amplitude of the baroclinic di-
urnal cross-slope current, |u0| (in ms−1). Below, the corresponding
modelled proﬁle (solid line) at the yoyo position (marked by an as-
terisk above); in the same panel, the observed proﬁle (dotted line),
reproduced from Fig. 7a.
a total conversion of 0.3GW, which is about sixty times less
than at the Hawaiian Ridge (Klymak et al., 2006).
6 Conclusions
In estimating energy ﬂuxes over Great Meteor Seamount, we
have focussed on vertically integrated values rather than ver-
tical proﬁles, because, as argued in Sect. 4.1, the latter are
fundamentallyambiguousovertopographicfeatures–apoint
not previously noted in the literature. Over a sloping bottom
the “baroclinicity condition for pressure”, as proposed by
Kunze et al. (2002), fails to be valid. This failure is frustrat-
ing, since the primary interest of internal-tide energy ﬂuxes
lies in regions of strong topography! Fortunately, the verti-
cally integrated values can be determined unambiguously.
We found that the observed semi-diurnal internal-tide en-
ergy ﬂux is very similar to the one found from a numerical
model; also the location of large amplitudes is correctly mod-
elled, but the model represents the internal tide as a more
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intense, peaked beam than is found in the observations. The
differences between model and observations are much larger
for the diurnal signal, which at this latitude coincides with
near-inertial signal. The observations yield a northward en-
ergy ﬂux, i.e. towards the seamount, which is not only direc-
tionally opposed to the model result, but also much larger in
amplitude. This is plausibly due to the fact that the mech-
anisms behind near-inertial waves (primarily the wind) are
not included in the model. Still another mechanism may be
responsible for the enhanced diurnal/inertial signal, namely
parametric instability of the S2 tide, creating a subharmonic
(which is not included in the model, either).
The semi-diurnal internal-tide energy ﬂux, according to
model and observations, is smaller than found for example
in the Bay of Biscay, but only by a factor of four. The reason
that the ﬂux is not much smaller is that the plateau of Great
Meteor Seamount, although obviously deeper than the shelf
in the Bay of Biscay, still lies shallow enough for the slope to
cross the permanent pycnocline, which was earlier shown to
be a major factor in internal-tide generation (Gerkema et al.,
2004).
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